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MR, MICHAEL R. MCLEAN: I'm president of Underwriters International, which also
does businessas Medical Risk Managers. We're a managing general underwriter
(MGU) that specializes in group medical stop loss. We underwrite about $85 million
in annualizedstop loss premium, $6 million of LTD, and $10 million of group life.
We're also temporarily underwriting the stop loss renewals on a $75 million adminis-
trative servicesonly (ASO) block. We're all anxiously awaiting the coming medical
reform proposals. I think it's safe to assume that the current extent of underwriting in
the small-case market will ultimately be reduced or eliminated. One critical issue is the
definition of small-case, or the level below which employers could be required to join
health insurance purchasing cooperatives.

One proposal by Representative James H. Cooper would require all businesses with
less than 1,000 employees to join a cooperative, with states having the option of
requiring businesses of up to 10,000 employees to join. Since self-funding has
decreased state premium taxes, any state given this option would presumably elect
the higher figure, assuming it could continue to collect premium taxes on fully insured
business in the cooperatives. In advance of the federal reform, some states are
extending their small-group reforms to include stop loss.

California realizedthat ERISApreempted it from regulating the underlying self-funded
plan. To get around this, Assembly Bill 1672, which becomes effective July 1,
1993, requires the stop-loss insurer to make certain that the self-funded plan complies
with the law if the insurer sells the plan managers stop-loss coverage. The law limits
exclusions for preexisting conditions, late enrollees, and waiting periods. There are
also some rating-ban classifications. Business Insurance mentioned recently that at
least one larger carrier and one large consultant will not require their clients to comply
with this law. They expect the law to be challenged in court.

Our clients use stop loss for various reasons. Some companies are primarily
interested in a competitive stop-loss product to allow them to sell more ASO or claim
administration business. These ASO carders are competing with TPAs that have
more than one column on their stop-loss spreadsheet. Many are not yet willing to
bring in another carder to quote stop loss over their claim administration, but an
increasing number are. Another type of client uses stop loss to get the collateral line
such asgroup life, LTD, or dental on a fully insured basis. A third type of client is
interested in the fees that can be generated by fronting stop loss while heavily
reinsuring it. Many carders in the stop-loss market are heavily reinsured. The fourth
type is in for the underwriting profit that can be made on stop loss. They are usually
differentiated by dealing with TPAs (rather than ASOs) and having a lower percentage
of reinsurance.

A couple of years ago, there was relatively little pressure on aggregate attachment
points. You simply trended the claims and added a corridor. In the last year we've
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noticed more brokers adding the soft dollars to the hard dollars and concentrating on
the maximum liability. As a result,we're noticing a lot more pressureon the attach-
ment points. This couldalsobe due to smallercases getting involved with stop loss
and being more concemad aboutvolatility and maximum exposure. It could be due
to the increasein the numberof competitors, includingHMOs, exclusiveprovider
organizations(EPOs),and PPOs.

It could be that carriersare now reactingto their reiat'n_elygood aggregate experience
of the last few years, as trend has come in lessthan expected. On oursmall group
product (under100 employees),we've only had eight aggregate hits for a total of
about $100,000 over the lastfour and a half years. Small-groupaggregate premiums
were about $2.2 million for a 5% paid loss ratio. Even taking into account unearned
premium and incurredbut not reported claims(IBNRs), it's still prot"rtable.A couple of
years ago, the industry averagestop losscloseratios for TPA-generatad business
were in the 4-6% range. Now I believethat the average is closer to 3% and
declining.

Persistency has alsodeclined, as any attempt to get a rate increase frequently results
in the case being put out to bid. What any individual carrier sees for pers'_ency is
obviously a function of what it has done to its rating basis over the last year. ff
you've had good experience and lowered your manual rates and are requiring much
less than leveraged-trend rate increases,your persistency should be better than the
industry average. On TPA-generated business, average persistency rates are only in
the 70% range. If you're renewing 90% of your cases, your block is probably
getting further and further from manual rates. I've seen this happen on some large
blocks where they were about 50% of their manual and the manual kept going up,
but the rates did not. ASO business tends to have a lower lapse rate because the
carrier frequently only loses the stop loss when it loses the ASO.

However, the trend to unbundlingthe stop loss and the claim administration is
increasing. Because of the select and ultimate nature of stop loss (due to the
underwriting), high persistency can be bad for the risk bearer, which is frequently the
reinsurer. Of course, high persistency is good for any entity attempting to recover
acquisition costs, such as a fronting company or MGU. In the large case market, the
percentage of companies that were self-funded and the percentage of self-funded
cases that purchased stop-loss coverage were both relatively constant from 1991 to
1992. In a Foster-Higgins survey, 67% of employers were self-insured in 1992, up
from 65% in 1991, and 59% in 1990. In fact, the percentage of large employers
that are self-funded has probably already peaked. The large group stop-loss market is
now saturated. Some of the largest carriers have fewer cases and covered lives now
than they did a year ago. The decline is partially masked by continued increases in
premium from rate increases (thank goodness for inflation). Since HMO penetration is
still increasing, even if the case count is remaining constant, the number of covered
employees could be declining. While the number of MGUs started up in 1992 is
below the breakneck pace of 1990-91, the number of carders in the market is still
continuing to increase. Since the self-funded pie isn't getting any bigger and there are
more carders wanting a slice, the average number of covered employees per stop-loss
carrier must be declining.
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Stop loss is rapidlybecoming a commodity with relatively little perceivedproduct
differentiation. While it is a nuisanceto switch to TPAs, it is very easy to change
stop-losscarderssincethe employees are not aware of the stop-losscompany
anyway. The only potentialproblem is the gap in coveragebetween companies as
the in-forcecarder is probablyon a paid basisand the new carder could limit run in
and probably would requiredisclosureof known or potential ongoingclaims.

There is, however, a continuedtrend to self-fundinginthe under-lO0 market, barfing
any federal or state legislation. I believe this is one of the reasonsfor the recent
increasedemphasison advanced funding. While stop losshas traditionallybeen on a
reimbursement basis, a 20 life company may not have the resourcesto pay the claim
in advance, so it would requiresome form of advancefunding before an insurercuts
the milliondollarcheck for a shock claim. At a recent Self-InsuranceInstitute of
Amedca meeting,virtually allof the carderswere offeringsome form of advance
funding, in particularto the smallerclients. We've offered advance funding for all of
the four and a half yearswe've been doing smallgroup.

In determining the pricingimpact of PPOs and EPOson stop loss, we should remem-
ber that managed-cara plansdon't necessarilyimpact shock claims in the same
manner as aggregate claims. The underlyingplan designtends to impact the aggre-
gate claims more than the specific claims. Minor variationsin the deductible or
coinsurancepercentagehave littledirect impact on a specificclaim. Of course, plan
differentials can steer patientsto more cost-effective providers,with a potential for
reduced utilization. However, the manner in which fees are negotiated with the
hospitals can have a huge impact on specificclaims.

I've seen many PPOswith per diems or discountsthat arewonderful, except for one
little phrase, such as "if charges exceed $35,000, then billsrevert to billedcharges
minus 10%"; so you can basicallythrow all your per diems out the window for all
your shock claims. You could argue that a 10% discount could leverageto a 15%
discount in the specificrates on preferredcharges. But with a 35% PPO penetration,
this only resultsin about a 5% overall discount. Someone is going to catch on to the
idea of negotiating with the providers,with the specificstop-losscarder's interest in
mind. Perhapssome have andthis is why we're seeingsuch large assumed dis-
counts and such low rates.

Our first panelistis Mike Kemp, who is vice presidentand actuary at Duncanson &
Holt. His responsibilitiesincludepricingand managing the medical reinsuranceproduct
line, includingreinsurancefor specificand aggregate stop loss. Previously,he held
several positionsat State Mutual Life AssuranceCompany, with the most recent one
being director of Group Medical Pricing. Our other panelist is Kevin Gabriel, who is
vice presidentof operationsand actuary at Health ReinsuranceManagement Incorpo-
rated where he is responsiblefor allof their internalactuarialwork. He previously
worked at State Mutual. Our recorder is Kevin Trapp, who is the actuary in the U.S.
Group Department at Manullfe Financial.

MR. MICHAEL A. KEMP: We're seeing a number of trends going on in the stop-loss
market that we think may start to impact us and call upon some of the reforms that
we're seeingin the small-groupfully insuredmarket. Some of what we're seeingare
the same thingsthat were abusesor potentialabusesin the smaU-greupmarket.
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Some of these Kevin Gabriel will speak about later on. These abuses include carving
out high-claiming individuals from coverage (lasering), extremely low new business
rates to bring in business with very high tier rates and very high rate increases for
business with bed experience.

I'd like to start out by focusing on some product issues that I feel are starting to have
some effect. The first one is the issuance of stop-loss policies with internal limits that
don't match up with the underlying plan document. One example is lower limits on
the stop-loss policy for organ transplant coverage. Oftentimes the underwriting plan
document will provide organ transplant coverage the same as any other illness,and
the stop-loss policy will have an internal limit of $50,000-100,000. This is a
technique to keep the stop-loss prices down, and it's a reflection of the extremely
competitive market we find out there for new business rates. That strategy could
definitely backfire when it comes time to pay a claim. Oftentimes the employer is
ill-informed that the stop-lose coverage does not provide him coverage for all claims
that he's going to pay under his plan document. If that employer has a bone marrow
transplant and has a $300,000 claim in that year, there will be problems at claim time
when he finds out the stop-loss coverage only provides $50,000 of coverage. If it's
a small employer and that employer doesn't have sufficient funds to pay the claim,
that claim could end up in the courts because the claim has not been paid by the
employer for lack of funding from the stop-loss carrier.

Another product issuethat we see, again primarily to keep renewal prices down, is
the use of 12/12 renewals. By 12/12 renewals I mean that the stop-loss policy only
covers claims incurred and paid in the 12-month contract period. That's a typical
contract issued to a new group coming out of a fully insured program. Becausethe
in-force first-dollar carrier pays all the runout claims, there is typically no gap in
coverage. But once that self-funded employer goes through his first policy year and
comes up for renewal, any large claims that were incurred towards the end of that
first 12-month period are going to be paid in the subsequent 12-month period. If that
employer renews with a 12/12 contract with the idea of saving costs, those claims
would not be covered under a stop-loss contract, and again, the employer would be
liable for those claims. For a new business case, discounts for a 12/12 contract can
be in the area of 15-20%. At renewal, when we're faced with 30-40% trend
increases,that 15% becomes very attractive to an employer. An ill-informed
employer is going to find that it has a gap in its coverage. Another potentialproblem
is that a lot of carriersare giving the full first-year discountfor 12/12 cases when, in
fact, part of that discount is a reflection of the preexistinglimitationsfor a new
business case. Those preexistingconditions limit the amount of claimscoming in to a
new businesspolicy. You don't have the same type of protectionsfor a group at its
subsequent renewals, so you do not have the fulleffect of the first-yeardiscount.

Another product feature that we have seen recentlyis offering two-year rate
guarantees. This has become attractive. We've seen one major carderstart to push
this product. At this point, I don't know how well that has been accepted in the
marketplace, but again, it's a marketingtool beingused to differentiatethe product
and also lendssome potentialappearanceof stability to the policy. A lot of serf-
funded employers have been used to getting hit with 30-40% rate increasesor higher
at renewal, and the thought of a two-year rate guaranteehas some attractionto that
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employer. Also, with the controversy surrounding lasering underwriting at renewal,
the two-year rate guarantee is very attractive.

The concern, however, is the pdcing of the two-year rate guarantee. VV_hthe
extremely competitive nature for new business rates, I wonder whether people are
pricing these two-year rate guarantees properly. Effectively, we're adding six months
worth of trend to that contract over a standard 12-month rate guarantee. VVCch
typical stop-loss trends of 30%, that adds another 15% to your first-year costs.
Fifteen percent in this stop-loss market is a very big hurdle to overcome in terms of
having a competitive product.

Besides the additional costs in the first year, the renewal costs when that policy
comes up to its first renewal will be tremendous. Employers have a very difficult time
understanding when they renew a one-year contract, and they get a 30-40% rate
increase purely for trend. They just don't understand that the effect of leveraging,
while offedng a two-year rate guarantee, just exacerbates that situation. Instead of
having a 30% renewal increase, we're now looking at a 70% renewal increase. I
wonder how the persistency of those contracts will be when they start coming up for
their first renewal.

Another concern is the potential selection. For just the six-month trend, we would
see about a 15% load on those contracts. One of the attractions of the two-year
rate guarantee is the avoidance of that first-year renewal and the potential for either a
very large rate increase or some form of lasedng or carving out of high-cost
individuals. If a self-fundad employer knows that it may have a large ongoing claim or
a potential high-cost claimant, the two-year rate guarantee is going to have some
attraction to that employer. It knows it's going to lock in its stop-loss contract for
two years. Therefore, we think there should be an additional trend, beyond the
six-months, for the potential antiselection against the two-year rate guarantee.

The final product issue that seems to be coming into the marketplace (but isn't as
critical as the prior three) is the offering of lifetime limits in excess of $1 million. The
offering of the additional coverage isn't so much a concern. What is a concern is
how it's being offered. Oftentimes we're seeing it being thrown in at little or no cost.
A lot of people look at coverage in excess of $1 million as being pure sleep insurance.
Nobody can conceive of a claimant exceeding $1 million in one contract year.
Unfortunately, there are claims out there. In 1992 we had, as a reinsurer, our first
claim that exceeded $1 million. In fact, that claim would have hit the $2 million
lifetime maximum in one contract year if we hadn't been fortunate enough to have
case management involved and get that individual into a Shriners Bum Facility at no
cost. We were able to cap out that claim at $1.2 million. But there are claims out
there that exceed $1 million, and you have to get the pricing for it.

There is one product development issue that's on a more positive note, and that's the
area of 24-hour coverage for stop loss. Right now the market for that is primarily
being driven in Texas. For those of you who are not familiar with the situation in
Texas, it is one of the three states in the country that allows employers to opt out of
workers' compensation. Anywhere between 50-60% of employers in Texas have
opted out of workers' compensation. There are alternative coverages out there,
primarily blanket accident products that are offered to these employers that have
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opted out. What a number of the larger employers have done is taken the medical
component of their workers' compensation and wrapped it into their regular group
health plan. Effectively, they have taken out of their plan document the exclusion for
occupational claims. Sometimes they pay the claims on the same basis as the regular
group health claims. Other times they remove the deductibles and coinsurance, since
their employees were not used to paying those under workers' compensation.

From the stop-losscontract viewpoint, there needsto be very little change. The
change has to come in the plan document to incorporatethese claims. The programs
we've been involvedwith have treated those claimsas any other nonoccupational
claim, so there's been relativelylittlechange in the actualstop-losscontract. The only
major change was to tighten up the preexistingconditionexclusionto specifically
state that any accident that predated the effective date of the stop-loss contract was
not covered.

The operation of the stop loss is a littlebit different than what you would find on
workers' compensation. Workers' compensation is gearedtowards a date of accident
and date of injury. When employershave wrapped it underthe stop-losscontract,
we move back to the more traditional group health approach and treat it on a medical
expenses incurred basis. We just cover the medical expenses as they are incurred
and do not tie them back to a date of injury. What this avoids is the necessity of
offering lifetime coverage that employees would have had under workers'
compensation, so there are still gaps out there on the coverage. There are other
sources of reinsurance for those gaps. We are not providing the lifetime coverage
under the 24-hour package.

The pricing of the 24-hour coverage is a little bit different. Some of the early
products we saw out in the marketplace were priced fairly simply, oftentimes as
simply as taking a fixed percentage of the regular stop-loss rates for the nonoccupa-
tional medical. Unfortunately, that isn't the best way of pricing this product. There
are a lot of different factors that come into play in driving the cost for an occupational
claim. Forany givenclaim there is a different slope of the continuation table for
occupationalclaimsversus nonoccupationalclaims.

We have developed a separate ratingstrategy sitting alongsideour normal stop-loss
pricing. The underwritercalculatesseparate rates for both the occupationaland the
nonoccupationalcoverage and then adds them together to come up with a total
package price. In pricingfor the occupationalcoverage, the base rates are calculated
on the per employee/permonth basis. There is no dependentcoverage. We don't
pick up another employer's occupationalclaimsfor dependents. The adjustmentsthat
are made to that base rate include some of the normal things that we would do
under a regular stop-losscontract. For trend, we apply to the nonoccupationalclaims
the same types of factors that are appliedto the occupationalclaims. Perhapsthere
are some differences because you tend to see a littlebit differentmix of providersfor
occupationalclaims. They tend to be traumatic injuries. You see a lot of orthopedic
claimsand outpatient claims.

The area effect is the same between the two. We adjust the base rates for contract
type, whether we're offering a contract on a 12/12 or 12/15 basis, and we adjust for
managed care. On the occupationalclaims,managed care can have a significant
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effect. We're dealing with a fairly low frequency but a typically higher-cost-type of
claim. You have a lot of traumatic injuries,many of which are subjectto case
management, i,e., getting them into the propercare facilities,the properplans of
treatment. We got together with some case managerswho are specializedin the
workers' compensationarea to help us in terms of managingthese high-costclaims.

There are two major areas that we see different in the pricingfor the 24-hour
coverageversus the nonoccupational. One is the age factor. There is a different
slope in the age factor for the occupationalclaims. The age factors for the occupa-
tional claims start out high and tend to come down as age increases, just the inverse
of what we see on the normal stop-lossside, which is a low age factor for the
younger agesincreasingas the individualgets older. If you look at the frequency of
accidents, it is higherfor the younger agesthan it is for the older ages. The younger
peopletend to be less well-trained and less experienced. They alsotend to be the
ones who are out on the shopfloor working with the machinery. We see a higher
incidenceof claimsand oftentimes a higherseverity of claim with the younger
individuals.

Perhaps the most important factor that affects stop-loss pdcingfor the occupational
risk isthe occupationalclassificationof employees. That is the one prime driving
force behindwhat your risk is for this coverage. Many stop-lose cardersadjust their
stop-lossrating by the standard industrialclassification(SIC) codes, althoughthat's
becoming lessand less prevalent. When we started out pricingthis component, we
looked at SIC as being a basisfor pricingthe occupationalcomponent. We very
quickly determined, though, that we should move into a more refined basisand
started usingthe occupationthat the employee is in, ratherthan the industry.

If you look at industry, within a given industryyou can have a wide range or mix of
occupationalclassesbased on the way a company does businessand the make-up of
the company. The occupationalfactors are probablythe criticalaspectto pricingthis
policyand probably the most difficultin terms of developing.

I'd like to switch gears a little bit now and pick up on some comments that Mike was
making earlierabout the state of the stop-lossmarket and look at it more from the
view of the reinsurer. Mike alludedto the fact that a largeportion of the stop-loss
business finds its way into the reinsurancemarketplace. Unfortunately, that appears
to be what's drivinga great number of the problemsin the marketplace.

If you look back two years, the number of MGUs for stop loss businesswas probably
in the area of 75-100. If you look at the number of MGUs out there now, the
estimates are that there are between 150-200, and it seemsto be increasingevery
week. A lot of the growth in the number of MGUs has been driven by the regularly
availablecapacityof reinsurance. When I talk about reinsurancefor the stop-loss
market, I'm primarily talking about coinsuranceor quota-sharereinsurancefor stop
loss.

One of the prime reinsurancesourcesfor stop lossover the last few yearshas been
the Londonmarket, and particularlyUoyd's of London. There's a corollary in the
growth between the number of MGUs and reinsurancecapacity in Uoyd's of London.
A few years back, when you went to Uoyd's of Londonand wanted to talk to a
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syndicate underwriter about medical reinsurance, there were maybe five or six
syndicate underwriters who were recognized as being leads in medical reinsurance. If
you went over there in 1992, you could probably find anywhere from 15 to 20 who
are either recognized leedsor claim to be recognized leeds for medical reinsurance.
Even the ones who purelyclaimto be recognized leadsoftentimes couldget their
programscompleted.

I had an interesting conversation with a Lloyd's of London underwriter a couple of
years back. I was talkingto him about how difficult the market was over here and
how difficult it was to make an underwriting profit. I couldn't understandhow
Uoyd's of London underwriterscould be making a profit since they were looking at
the same blocks of businesswe were and they had additionalexpense levelsbeyond
what we did. I further noted that we're a lot closerto the situationover here. We're
dealingwith these peopleday in and day out. They're 4,000-5,000 milesaway. His
comment to me was, "Well, perhaps you're too closeto the problem." It was a
short conversationafter that.

We have seen some restrictionin the capacity of Uoyd's of Londonin 1993. It's
been smallerthan we had anticipated,and It's been primarilydue to the merging of
London syndicates. Some of them simpiy have closed up and othersthat have not
closedup have simply withdrawn from the medical reinsurancearena. We had hoped
that would drive a change in this marketplace. Unfortunately, it hasn't created the
change that we thought was coming. A lot of the capacity that has been withdrawn
from Uoyd's has been pickedup quite readilyby domestic reinsurersand also the
addition of Europeancapacity.

This seemsto be a ready market for stop-lossreinsurance,even with the results that
the direct writers have seen. One thing you need to keep in mind is that, although
the direct writer might be makinga small underwriting profit - and a number of
people I talk to say we're makingmoney - we're not makingwhat we would liketo.
If the direct writer is making 2-4% underwriting profits, the reinsureris losing money.
The reinsurerhas its own internalexpensesand oftentimes has reinsurancebrokerage
expenses. Unlessthe direct writer is making 5% or more, the reinsureris not making
money. Now, I won't go around the room askinghow much peopleare making,
because I would tend to believe that there are not many large blocks of business
making more than 5% underwriting profits.

We still have hope that the reinsurancemarketplace will start to turn around. Once
the results start to come in, there shouldbe some constrictionon that capacity. Our
own resultshave not been that favorable. Back in 1988-89, we managed to lose
quite a bit of money in reinsuranceof stop-loss programs. We made some very
strong corrective actions in 1990 that got our businessbackdown to about a
break-evenlevel in 1991-92. We're making a little bit of money, but we're having to
work extremely hard at it.

Unfortunately, at the same time we started to turn the profitabilityaround, our volume
declined. When we recognizedthe lossesthat were comingin during the early years,
we started to take strong action. As Mike alluded to earlier, a lot of carriers have
different reasons for being in the stop-loss market; i.e., they want to have a product
to lead into their ancillaryproducts,or they want to help supportand have some
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control over their own ASO business. It seems that there are fewer and fewer

companies who are interested in being in the stop-loss market to make an underwrit-
ing profit.

We started to put pressure on to get an underwriting profit both for the direct carder
and for ourselves. However, a lot of that business found homes elsewhere with
reinsurance capacity that either had not seen the problems that we had or were just
unwilling to recognize them. In 1991, we had roughly $55 million of reinsurance
business on the books for stop loss. In 1992, we're estimating we'll see about
$13-15 million when it finally completes. That was a significant reduction in premium
for us, but one which we felt comfortable with because our determination is to make
an underwriting profit at the end of the day.

Will the reinsurance capacity start to come down and start to help turn around the
stop-loss market? I haven't seen signs of it yet. We saw one major new program
that came into the reinsurance marketplace for 1993. This company had well over
$100 million of stop loss business in force (a significant block of business), and it
came to the reinsurance market because its field force was putting pressure on the
company to offer and deliver a more competitively priced product. That was the sole
reason that this company was coming into the reinsurance marketplace - because its
own internal people felt that they could not deliver a competitive product and still
produce an underwriting profit. The company's hope was to go to the reinsurance
marketplace and find support for a competitive street rate. The company was willing
to give up 90% of the risk for a company that was willing to come in and do that. I
don't know whether that program ultimately was placed. If it was, it's going to take
a lot longer time for this marketplace to turn around. If it wasn't, there's a ray of
hope down the road for the stop-loss marketplace.

MR. KEVIN K. GABRIEL: I might start out just briefly giving a little background on my
orientation. Up until about two months ago, I was with an insurer and had a first-
dollar orientation toward things. Now I'm on the reinsurance side with Mike, just
about three and a half years late, and I have a little bit different perspective. You
might find during my presentation that I switch points of view maybe without letting
you know. I'm going to talk about first, some unusual stop-loss product variations,
and second, two alternative ways to price specific stop loss and maybe a little bit
about renewal underwriting.

I wanted to pick up on something Mike ended his talk with, which was the reinsur-
ance market. I can only echo exactly what he just said, There seems to be a lot of
reinsurance capacity out there that at least has been willing to accept business.
Carriersare basically coming to reinsurersand saying, "We'd like to make some ASO
fees, but why don't you take all the risk for us and hope that you make some
money?" We have not been too keen on that either, and we can only hope that, in
the reinsurance market, some discipline is imposed on carders that are going to have
to be willing to be in the stop-loss business and make an underwriting profit.

First of all, let me talk briefly about what is typical stop loss. Basically, it can be two
sorts of situations. One is what one might sell to an employer, which would be
standard specific and aggregate. You have a specific stop-loss product with a given
deductible on an individual person. Claims are incurred if that particular person
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exceeds the deductible. Second, you usually have an aggregate, which is usually a
percentage of expected claims for the whole group less what's paid on the specific
coverage.

Traditionally, these things are written on what I'm going to call a fully-insured basis,
even though that's a little bit foreign to the stop-loss market. By that, I mean the
stop-loss carder charges a rate that is designed to cover the full amount of claim it
expects to pay on either the specific or the aggregate part of the premium. Usually
what you find is the specific premium is substantially greater than the aggregate
premium. Many stop-loss carders pride themselves on having few or no aggregate
claims. I knew one stop-loss underwriter who claimed in 15 years he never had an
aggregate claim. I'm not sure whether he's right on that, but that's what he claimed.
Anyway, that's the standard product that's usually sold to an employer.

The other situation I'm going to be touching on some is a portfolio excess product.
This might be marketed by a reinsurer to an insurance company or an MGU who has
a large portfolio where there's a high specific deductible. Basically what you're
looking to do is cover catastrophic claims for that particular insurer. I said I'd talk
about three product variations, the first of which is one called split funding. It also
masquerades under the name of minimum premium stop loss from time to time, or it
may be called aggregated specific.

The basic idea here is we don't have what I earlier referred to as a fully insured plan.
What you'd otherwise pay if you wanted full coverage, pay that to us every month,
and then you self-fund claims up to a given level. Let me give an example. Let's say
you're a reinsurer coming to an insurer and saying, "You want coverage at $500,000
specific. It's going to cost you $2 per employee per month. But, if you want,
instead you can pay us $0.50 per employee per month and then self-fund another
amount," which, for purposes of this example, is $1.50. "You self-fund $1.50 per
employee per month of claims, and only when you've exceeded that $1.50 will we,
as the reinsurer, kick in."

Let me give you an example of why that would be a prudent thing to do. Basically,
what we're looking at here is a case where the insurer thinks it's going to have good
experience. Let's take total premium. Suppose that $2 per employee per month is
going to translate into $100,000 a year of stop loss premium, but instead the insurer
can pay $25,000 a year of stop-loss premium and in effect self-fund $75,000 a year
of claims. Again, that's of specific claims over whatever the insurer's deductible is.
If you don't have any claims, you win. If claims go over that $100,000 level
anyway, you pay $100,000 and you're where you were before. The reinsurer or, if
you're an employer, the stop-loss carrier, is going to be on the hook.

I might add that usually another part of this contract is that there will be some
minimum premium that is going to have to be paid. ]'he reason a stop-loss carder
will do that is to protect himself from cases where you have quite a bit of shrinkage.
Let's pretend you're an employer with 200 lives. If you shrink down to 50 lives
during the year, for whatever reason, the stop-loss carrier tends to have the point of
view that the 50 who are left are, on the whole, less favorable in terms of
experience, and therefore they're going to ask for a minimum premium to be paid to
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them. This is usually expressed in terms of per employee per month rates, but it's
easier thought of in terms of total premium.

Why would one be willing to do this? Obviously you're betting on good experience.
Whether you're an insurance company, an employer or whatever, you're betting
either that you have supedor utilization review (UR), better large claim management, a
superior PPO, or some other managed-care arrangement. I'm going to talk about the
managed-care issue later, and Mike already alluded some to it, but if you're going to
be willing to venture into this sort of deal, you've got to have a good idea of what
your claims are. You have to understand how strong your UR or your large claim
management is. If you're whistling in the dark on those things, this may turn out to
be a little bit surprisingfor you.

The second variation is really a subvadation of what I just talked about. In split
funding or aggegated specific, once claims reach this self-fundad maximum, the stop-
loss carrier or reinsurer is then on the hook. Everything over that up to the contract
maximum is going to be paid by the stop-loss carder. There have been a few quotes
kicking around lately that put a new wrinkle in this. Some people have now
interjected three levels into this scheme by saying to the insured, "You self-fund the
first part, then we'll kick in and cover what we would regard to be as the next layer,
up to a level that would be fairly unlikely to be reached. Nonetheless it's not open-
ended. If claims go past that level, you're back on the hook." Again, let me give you
a little bit more specifics on that.

The insurer might say, "I'm going to datermine the expected specific stop-loss claims
for your product. You'll have to retain 100-plus X% of those specific claims, say
110-115%." Then they'll say, "The next 30-50% of expected claims that you incur
I'm going to be on the hook for." Now we might be up to 140-160% of expected
claims. At this point, the insured is back on the hook. Usually in this case the stop-
loss carder will ask for some sort of minimum premium to be paid up-front.

This gets into the issue of something called minimum and deposit premium. The
stop-loss carder says to the insured, "You have X number of lives in force as of when
I'm taking this over. I want X dollars per employee per month up-front. Then at the
end of the year we're going to do an accounting. I won't take less than that, but if
you've had quite a bit of growth, we're going to have to settle up at the end of the
year." If you are the insured in this sort of arrangement, you're gambling that your
claims are not going to be bad. If they're real bad, you're going to get stuck. You,
as the insured, whether you're an employer or an insurancecompany who's being
offered this through a reinsurer,have to do a careful study of exactly where you
expect to be. If it's an employerand you're marketing this kind of product to the
employer, you want to make sure that that employer understandsexactly what it's
on the hook for; becauseif claimsare just awful, the employer is going to pay.

The last product that we've seen in recent months, and I've only seen it in terms of
being sold to self-fundedemployers, is an aggregate only product. Going back to that
typical model of stop loss that I discussedearlier,we've dispensedwith the specific
coverage. We say to an employer, "We're just going to cover 115%, 125%, 135%
of expected claims. That's going to be it." Now, you might ask "Why do that? I
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thought that specific and aggregate were supposed to interact; that specific protects
the aggregate and so forth."

The idea is you go to an employer and you say, "There's going to be a maximum
amount of dollars that you're going to have to spend in any case, even with this
aggregate only coverage, and you're going in rate is going to be lessthan the total
premium you'd pay if you had specificand aggregate." The specific, remember, is
substantiallymore expensive, in general,than the aggregate. Even when you don't
have a specific up-front, you're probablygoing to pay less for the aggregate only.

There are a couple of otherwrinkles to the product in terms of the way it's managed,
at least that I've seen, that attempt to try to make this a more budgetableproduct.
Usually with stop-lossinsurance,you may settle up with the stop-losscardermonthly
in terms of reimbursementsfrom him to the insured. Aggregate only might have
weekly requestsfor advances. Second,on renewal, in at leastone case I can think
of where somebody is marketing this, there may be a poolingof the largeclaimsso
that you're not stickingsomebody for the fact that he gets some bad specificclaims.

Theoretically,the up-frontcost of this is probablygoing to be less. If thingsgo badly,
it's not necessarily cheaper. In fact, if you have just real good experiencebut maybe
just a few largeclaims, it's going to cost the employer more, and it's goingto be,
again, important that you explainto that employer exactly how this is goingto work.
In fact, I'd say in about all three of these little wrinkles I've described- the split
funding, the modifiedsplit funding, and this aggregate only -- all we're doing here is
offering somebody a lower going in rate in the hopesthat he's going to have good
experienceand that he will be able to share inthe fact that he has good experience.
If he has bad experience,he's not going to necessarilybe better off. In fact, if he has
certain patterns of bad experience, he may be worse off.

The fourth product variationI'd like to talk about is organ transplantreinsurance,
which is not so much of a funding game as simplya carve out of a coverage. I keep
getting conflictingstoriesabout whether this is still a hot issueor not. We're still
seeingsome activity on this, so I'm going to assumeit's still hot. There are several
organ transplantsthat tend to be covered underthis standard. They're heart,
heart/lung, lung, pancreas,liver, and bone marrow. Usuallythey're part of a standard
organ transplant program.

The idea with organ transplantis that you're going to carve out expensesrelatingto
organ transplants from the stop-loss program. You have a totally separate coverage.
It's usuallyput on a specific-typebasis;that is, it dependson expensesincurredby a
particularindividual,and I haven't seen any attempt to put this on an aggregate basis.
I might mentionthat other carve outs for other conditionsare extremely rare. I've
only seen a couple of them, and with all the reform activity going on now, I wouldn't
be surprisedif they disappearcompletely.

The main reasonfor undertaking this coverage, which a lot of people are lookingat, is
not so much the cost of these proceduresas the utilizationof these procedures. A
lot of these things are experimental, or at least have been experimental. We're seeing
a gradualevolution in medicine, and they're being done much more frequently. The
one in particularthat's been an issue is bone marrow. I'm not a medical authority,
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but my understandingis that there is now technology where transplantsare done
with bone marrow taken from the person that the transplantis being done on. This
eliminatesthe problemof tryingto find a donor, a problem which does hold down
utilization.

On the bonemarrows in particular,the number of reasonsthat physiciansare finding
to do these things is multiplying. In particular,now it's being used as a breastcancer
treatment, and not only is that a frequent occurrence,but alsoit has, in some cases,
become a politicallycharged issue, and I'll refer to that a little later.

The claimcostson these things are not realdifficult to predict. These tend not to be

killersas far as individualtransplantsgo. Though they can run into the six figures, an
individualtransplantis certainlynot going to be a seven figure dollaramount. The
unfortunateproblemis much likeour old friend, in vitro fertilization. There are times
when it doesn't take the first time, so the parties decidemaybe we ought to do it
againor again. Inthat case, you can run up a realbig claim, partiallybecausethe
conditionof somebody who's having to have a second one of these is probably not
good and it's goingto be real expensive.

As far as the contract types that you'd see with these, your typical specificis going
to be 12/12, 12/15, 15/12, whatever. You do see the same with organ transplants,
but very often they're written in a form that covers all expenses incurred some
numberof days priorto the actual transplantand then commonly a year after the
transplant. Usuallysomebody who's having a transplantwill incur expensesthat are
relatedto the conditionthat brings about the transplantfor a few days beforehand
and then some number of days afterward.

It's common under these programs to include transportation and storage costs related
to the transplant. Sometimes they'll include the cost of a hotel for relatives to stay or
if somebody has to be transported somewhere to do the transplant. There may be
certain underwriting restrictions imposed, however, on the transplant. For example,
getting back to a problem I alluded to earlier, the number of transplants may be
limited. Two is very common. Another is that one may require that the person
receiving the transplant had to be employed for some period prior to the transplant.
Six months or a year is common. Obviously one wants to avoid a situation where
somebody is hired purely to avail himself of the fact that he can get transplant
coverage. So those sorts of things are fairly common. What HillaryClinton might
have to say about them you can only guess.

If you do decideto carveout organ transplantsfrom the stop-losscoverage, one has
to considerthe impact on the ordinaryspecific program. The amount of that impact
is probablygoing to vary dependingon what the deductibleyou have on your specific
program is. I point out that on these organ transplantcoveragesit's common to see
a deductible anywhere from $50,000 to $150,000 and then coverageup to some-
where in the neighborhoodof $250,000 to serve as the basic protection. If you raise
that coverage up to, say, $1 million,then you've really totally carved out the organ
transplants,becausethey rarely run that high. Nonetheless, basedon all these
factors,you'll want to figureout what discountyou reallyought to be getting off your
basic specific plan.
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I'd point out that there are a variety of PPO-likeor center-of-excellence programs
being marketed these days for people to have these things. A lot of insurance
companies that have their own UR or large-claim-management departments may
actually be doing their own negotiations, but there are several independent organiza-
tions that are kicking around out there.

Most insurance companies try to protect themselves by saying we don't cover
experimental treatments. For example, baboon heart transplants are usually not
covered. But one ought to be careful about the fact that technology is changing and
what's experimental today may not be experimental next year. This has actually
been something of a hot legislative issue. Especially with these breast cancer, bone
marrow transplants, some states have seen fit to meddle in the issue of what is
experimental and what isn't. There is actually a legislation in a couple of states I can
think of that says we will decide what's experimental, not you. One really needs to
be careful about feeling that you're covered because you have language in your
contract that says, "We're not going to cover it if it's experimental."

Switching gears, I'd like to talk about what has, for a lot of carders, been an issue in
terms of pricing of specific stop loss. Should we use a manual approach, or should
we use what I'm going to call a percent-of-expected-claims approach?

I can only echo what you've already heard from the two Mikes here - that the stop-
loss marketplace is getting a lot more crowded and we've got more carders and
MGUs leaping into the fray, all with different points of view about how they want to
do pricing. It's a fair statement that the MGUs tend to incline toward the manual
approach, and the carriers have tended to incline toward the percent-of-expected-
claims approach. That may be changing some.

What I'm calling the manual approach really is based on the idea of we are going to
build a separate stop-loss manual that is not in any way tied into the first-dollar
manual that we already have. In determining the rate, the calculation is going to be
done in a way very similar to the first-dollarmanual, but the numbers that go into it
are going to be completely different. First of all, you're probably goingto start with a
baseclaim cost. That number is basedpurelyon one's experienceor expectation of
claimsover certain deductibles.

Usuallyone would expect to reflectin this numberthe form of the specificstop-loss
contract;that is, are we talking abouta 12/12, 12/15, 12/24, whatever, and what
kind of underwritingis going into this? Is there an actively at work provision,or is
there not an actively at work provision?The other approachis,you start with a
certain base claim cost that's just one contract, and then you stick in some multipliers
basedon whicheverone of these contractsand underwritingrequirementsyou have.
But the idea is you want to reflectall these things in your base rate.

Second, considerthe age/sexadjustment. This is a big differencebetween the atop-
loss situationand the first-dollarsituation. In the stop-loss situation, males are always
more expensivethan females. There are no maternity claims, in general, for stop-loss
and so you don't have this littleblipin the female curve inthe younger ages. You
can develop age/sexfactors basedon largeclaimexperience,stick them in your
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manual, and you don't run into any funny anomalies as you would in the first-dollar
approach.

Then one might adjust for area, and you might wonder what could be the difference.
There can be some differences in terms of very large claims between areas. For
example, places where there is a prevalence of teaching hospitals or hospitals that
specialize in bums or other claims that are likely to break specific deductibles.

Next, consider the underlying plan. Some states actually mandate that stop-loss rates
vary by the underlying plan, even though one might feel that the difference among
some underlying plans isn't a lot. If you start in this manual approach with just a
basic rate, you probably are starting with some assumed average plan, and you'll
want to try to develop differences for that underlying plan. My opinion is that there's
no reason for the underlying plan to be an enormous difference in the rates.

Also, consider adjustment for managed care. With the stop-loss marketplace getting
a lot more competitive, people are just writing in minus 10% PPO or maybe minus
20% or even minus 30%. If you're a reinsurer, you really scratch your heed.

Managed care, I'd argue, is a lot more sensitive issue inthe stop-loss marketplace
than it is in the first dollar principally because the leveraging effect from the discounts
that one might have on a PPOis magnified when you start talking about large
deductibles. For example, you have a $200,000 expense with a 20% discount on it.
That's a 20% reduction in claims. But if you have a $100,000 deductible, instead of
being a $100,000 claim it's $60,000, which is a 40% reduction. At least that's the
theory. The question is, does it really work that way?

I might also add that pdcing for PPOs can become complicated because you have to
consider the fact that if you go in network it's 100%, or if you want to go out of
network it's 80%, relative to an indemnity plan. It's a question of whether the
discounts that you get in the PPOplan sufficiently offset the fact that you're paying a
lot higher coinsurance and have probably lower deductible in network. BUt when
you're talking about a very high claim, it's 100% one way or the other, and all you
really have to talk about is the discount.

Again, in theory these discounts ought to make a big impact, but you have to be
careful about the PPO to make sure that the information you and somebody who's
pricingthat stop-loss product have is accurate. I recently had somebody come to me
and say, "1have this PPO out here. So-and-so,my competition, is slashingthe rates
30-40%. Why don't you take a look at this informationand tell me whether it makes
sense?" I lookedat the information, and it was a physiciandirectory. In one case,
which the PPOclaimed to have shown that it saved 40%, it includedclaims that it
had denied as not medically necessary. It was very vague to me whether or not any
indemnity programthat had UR wouldn't have alsodenied those claims, in which
case it surewasn't a 40% discount.

One has to be carefulof the sourceof the informationthat you're working on. One
always has to be a littlebit leery when UR and large-claim-managementareas
produce their own reportsabout how effective they are. If you don't understand
what they did, you're probablygoing to be behind the eightball.
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Nonetheless, if you have a good PPO, there is a strong chance that it will significantly
impact large claims. But I would also add that you have to be careful. Large claims
are a unique animal. You need to understand just how complete that PPO is. You
may have a PPO that's strong in terms of basic servicesand claims, but when it
comes to these particularclaimsthat are likely to generate $200,000-500,000
amounts, they may not be in network, in which case you don't have any discount.
Last, you need to understandjust what the network utilizationof that PPOis. Again,
just like for first dollar, if people aren't goingin network in the first place, it's useless.

After the managed-care adjustment is trend adjustment. When you have a manual
approach, the trend adjustment is very simple. Usually there's a table based on
deductible amount. It's fairly easy to vary the trend by the deductible. The higher
the deductible, the higher the trend. You may or may not make an industry adjust-
ment. Mike Kemp touched a little bit on that. I haven't seen this adjustment made
as much in the stop-loss marketplace as the first dollar. Some people do, and some
people don't.

Let's go on to what I'm going to call the percent-of-expected-claims approach. You
determine first-dollar expected claims, and you applyto that a percentage that is
based on what portion of claims you expect to occur over whatever the given stop-
loss deductible is. In theory, I suppose this makes some sense, especially if you're a
carder that's familiar with the first-dollar marketplace. You come up with your rate,
you look at your table, and say, "1expect X percent of my claims to be over
whatever the specific deductible is." You apply that to your rate, and there's your
specific rate. This is not an off-the-walt approach, but I have to come down on the
side of it being a little more difficult to manage and work with for reasons that will
appear soon. Demographic adju_[f_Jentscan be made with this particular approach.
All the adjustments I talked about earlier can be made with this approach. However,
the first thing to note is that, while you've already adjusted for age, sex, area, or
managed care in your first-dollar rate, you're going to adjust for it again in your
percentage. You better take account of the fact that you've already made that
adjustment in some way. That can get to be real confusing. First-dollar claims
obviously follow their own demographics, as I eluded to earlier. If you're going to
come along now and say, "We'd like to make a stop-loss adjustment in our pricing for
these," you want to be careful not to double count.

In particular, I'd note that in first-dollar claims you really have problems there that
don't translate into the stop loss. But the point is, when you're doing this percent-
of-claims approach,the "stop-loss rate" is the percentage. One problem that you can
run into when somebodycomesto you and says, "Could you assess the
competitiveness of this rate structure" andthey giveyou the percentages,you don't
know what the rates are.

If their first-dollarrates are a function of their manual, then you need to understand
their manual. If they're a function of experience, then you need to understand how
they're underwriting the experience. This becomes a two-step process and really
requiresa lot more work and a lot more thoroughunderstandingof what's going on
than under the manual.
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There are other items in my comparison. The percentage method requires frequent
updating of rates for trend. Let's say you start your stop-loss program using the
percent-of-expected-claims approach. You determine your first-dollar rates and then

you determine these percentages that show here's how many claims we expect to be
above different deductibles. Six months later, those percentages are not good
anymore. If you don't change them, you do pick up first-dollar trend, but you don't
pick up deductible leveraging. The higher your deductible, the farther and farther off
you're going to get from where you want to be. It's really necessary to look at those
percentages maybe once a quarter or whatever and make sure that they're still in line.

Second, this percentage-of-expected-claims approach introduces a certain interde-
pendence between low-coat claims and high-cost claims. That is, your rate for claims
over $100,000 is a function of how many claims you had over $200, because it's a
percentage of your total. It has never seemed to me that you really want to be
taking low-dollar claims into account. Under the manual approach, you have a rate
for claims over whatever the deductible is. You don't have to worry that your
percentage is too high or too low because you had, for some funny reason, lots of
low-cost claims, or lots of people who didn't have any claims.

Last, I would point out that you want to be careful in looking at your specific
experience because these two coverages, specific and aggregate, do interact. You
want to make sure that your specific deductibles are appropriate, that your aggregate
attachment points are in line. You can have funny situations where one coverage or
the other looks particularly bad because actually you've made a mistake on the other.
Again, you've got to be careful.

MR. HOBSON D. CARROLL: I'm another reinsurer of stop-loss business. I have just
a couple of comments. First, I think that we all know that the MGUs don't use either
a manual or a percentage-of-claims approach. They use the "how low do I have to
go to get the case" approach,and that's basicallythe truth of the marketplace. It's
basicallya commodity product, and that's why I coinedthe phraseSPAG for specific
and aggregate. It's similar to Spare, and they're beth canned meat these days.

A lot of these product differentiationsthat you have been talking about - the
two-year rate guarantee,the aggregateonly, and so on - are all reprocessedideas
from years and years ago. Rate guaranteeswere tried back in the eady 1980s. They
didn't sell. The aggregate only was tried by the same MGU at that time, and that
didn't work. I studied an aggegateonly program in the mid-1980s, and then before I
went to the street with it, I took it to some TPAs to find out what they thought
about it. I found some interestingthings out.

The TPA said, "Interesting concept. We won't sell it. Number one, it means less
commissionto us, because it is lessfixed cost." They were honest. The second
thing that I found interestingwas in the natureof the product. Specific and
aggregate are two products that are completely separate in terms of their risk
element, and one of them has a cleaneffect on the other, but they stand alone as far
as lossexperienceis concerned. Here, you've cotnbinedthem and overlappedthem,
so you now have two chances of one subsidizingthe other and so obviouslythe
fixed cost goes down. Somebody has to pay for that. Somebody has to balance the
riskequation, and that is the employer who now has more of a chance for his
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aggregate to subsidize his specific. The TPAs told me they don't like that because it
negated one of their big sellingpoints. They always had a story out of their notebook
that they'd pullout when they were talkingto a prospectiveself-fundedemployer.
This story is about the guy who boughtthe specificand the aggregate and paid
$50,000 in premium and had a $25,000 specificdeductible. Noneof his employees
submitted any claimsall year, so he had no use of his aggregate and his wife, the
employer's wife, had a $500,000 claim. The TPA did not want to not be able to use
that story any more.

It's kind of interestingto see what will happen. It may be that today is a different
environment and that MGUs can find a way to seUthrough that with certainTPAs on
the fixed-cost piece. These productsdo introduce a lot of elementswhere we can
actuallybring some aspects of actuarialanalysisand risk theory and some other
things into play, if you so choose to get involved inthem. I highlyrecommend, for
example, on the split-fundedproduct that Kevin talkedabout, that you do some risk-
theory analysisfrom the macrostandpointbefore you go charginga $0.50 premium
and $1.50 funding for a $500,000 deductiblethat only generated $100,000 of
manualpremium. You say, "I'm no worse off in the maximum case as the risk taker,
and I offer the employerthe opportunityto be better off and so it's a great deal."
Right? Well, you're forgetting that you theoretically need that premium when you
would win and he has no claim to subsidizesomebody else's losses.

MR. GABRIEL: Yes. I was actuallywaiting for somebody to ask the question of
shouldthe $0.50 and the $1.50 reallyadd up to the $2.

MR. CARROLL: Well, I think it can, but I think it shouldbe reversed. I think you
need to study and analyze the product from the globalstandpointand come up with
a matrix of parametersin terms of the volume of the premium, the deductiblesize.
Basically,what you want is a case where you can reasonablyexpect to pay out
some claims. Let them self-fundthat because if you can reasonably say that's going
to happen, you're not costing yourselfanything. But when you have a truly pooled
level because the deductibleis highand the premium is low or some other combine-
tion of factors, you probablydon't want to splitthat. Then it becomes a marketing
decisionbecause I don't think it works out well from an actuarialstandpoint.

The last comment I would make is I'd liketo see if anybodysellsthe rate guarantee
again. What I've heard from the TPAs when it came out was, again, it's a great
idea,but we don't want to pay anythingup-front for it. Of course, the rate guaran-
tees are always a one-way street. Lose ratios are up. Trends are down. What do
you think trend is on specificnow these days?

MR. MCLEAN: On your rate guarantee,we offer a two-year rate guarantee. In
retrospect, we might as well have offered it a couple of years ago because we
haven't been able to get any rate increasesanyway. It's kind of like group life
insurance. If you had offered a five-year rate guarantee, that's good, but they don't
go shop for it every year. They'll just stick with your relativelyhighrates. We're not
sellingmuch of it though. We tried to get the true leveragedtrend that you would
need and throw a couple of extra pointsin. It just basicallydidn't fit.
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On the aggregate and specific, I would agree that a good case for aggregate and
specific is a case that has a relatively high expected frequency of claims. If you have
a very large case, a lot of employees, and a relatively low deductible, you have a lot
of expected claims. This is a good case, and why just swap dollars and throw
expenses on there? Let them self-fund a portion of it. I've seen some carders out
there that are doing aggregate and specific on any case with a deductible over
$50,000. That is not a good idea, in my opinion, and I've seen another large carder
saying any premium over $100,000. As Hobson pointed out, if you have a
$500,000 deductible, $100,000 of premium has no credibility.

MR. KEMP: If they have a $50,000 specific and they have a reasonable expectation
they will pay a certain number of claims, they might as well just buy a higher specific
deductible and not worry about the self-funding aspect of the aggregate and specific.

MR. GABRIEL: Who's doing lasering or not? There's a tendency now to generally
have a little more pooled on the renewals. We do try to come up with lots of
different bells and whistles, again, but from what I'm seeing, if somebody has a nickel
better rate next door, employers really don't care if you have a family deductible or
whatever. You can have some relationships with TPAs, but those relationships
usually aren't worth more than about 10%.

MR. KEMP: I definitely agree with that. There are relatively few bells and whistles
that you can add to the product that really make a true product differentiation, and
the few that are out there have such a price impact that employers just aren't willing
to pay it. They are looking to save every dollar they can off their stop-loss perks.

MR. GABRIEL: Just to follow up on some things I was saying, the bells and whistles
that are out there are just artificial ways to get the going in price down in the hope
that you won't suffer later.

MR. DANIEL L. WOLAK: A comment you made at the beginning of the session was
that stop loss is being sold more as a commodity nowadays since we've increased
the number of MGUs. One thing I would throw out here to challenge the group is to
understand how your product is unique end different. If you're just purely a
commodity, you're probably not going to last real long. You're just selling on price
only, and there's always going to be somebody else there that's going to come in
lower. The key is to develop an understanding of how your product is different in the
customers' minds.

MR. GREGORYW. PARKER: I'd like to just offer a comment. I think there are a
number of product variations that do actually create a true product differentiation, as
Dan was suggesting, but unfortunately, like Mike says, nobody cares, it doesn't
matter. If you have a contract or offer services that are well above the norm in the
marketplace, nobody wants to pay for them - kind of like your two-year rate
guarantee.
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